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Chapter 11 

 

Verse 25:  

 

Seeing Lord Krishna's vishvarupa or divine universal form with terrifying teeth and 

innumerable mouths, blazing conflagrations like the fires of annihilation at the time of 

universal destruction, Arjuna overcame with fear and trepidation, lost his mental 

equilibrium, and was unable to discern what was up and where he was. He beseeches Lord 

Krishna with the words devesha or lord of lords, jagat nivasa  or refuge of the universe and 

prasida or to be merciful so that he may regain his equilibrium and composure. 

 

Verses 26 + 27: 

 

This verse relates to verse seven of this chapter where Lord Krishna states any reality one 

would care to see, whether past, present, or future, is present in His vishvarupa or divine 

universal form. Since God is beyond the limits of time, so the past, present, and future are 

visible within Him in the present. So, Arjun could see In the vishvarupa the coming victory 

and defeat in the battle of Kuruksetra which he will soon be fighting. Indeed, Arjun saw all 

the 100 sons of King Dhritarashtra rushing headlong into the gaping, fierce mouths of 

multitudinous faces of the almighty vishvarupa so as to be gnashed between His fearsome 
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teeth and perished. Arjun saw the same thing happening with armies of all the allied kings 

of Kauravas as well as with Bheeshma, the grandsire of both Kauravas and Pandavas, 

Dronacharya, the guru of martial arts for both Kauravas and Pandavas, and Karna, the 

bosom buddy of Duryodhana, in addition to all the kings and princes and principal warriors 

on the Pandava side.  

 

Verses 28: 

 

This verse describes how Arjun saw the mighty warriors of the Kaurava and Pandava armies 

helplessly entering into the flaming mouths of Lord Krishna's vishvarupa or divine 

universal form so as to be gnashed between the terrible teeth of His innumerable mouths. 

Arjun compares this event with unlimited currents of water from innumerable rivers 

helplessly being propelled into entering the ocean. 

 


